One of the most intriguing problem of modern physics is the question of the endpoint of black hole evaporation. Based on Einstein-dilaton-Gauss-Bonnet four dimensional string gravity model we show that black holes do not disappear and that the end of the evaporation process leaves some relic. The possibility of experimental detection of the remnant black holes is investigated. If they really exist, such objects could be a considerable part of the non baryonic dark matter in our Universe.
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I. INTRODUCTION
At the current moment there is a big "hole" between different approaches in theoretical physics. There is four dimensional Standard Model on the one side (and the additional dimensions are not necessary for the explanation of the current experimental data) together with inflationary cosmology which requires additional scalar fields [1] . On the other side there is the completely supersymmetrical string/M-theory. Searching for the links between these sides is one of the most important tasks of modern physics [2] .
As General Relativity is not renormalizable, its direct generalization by standard quantization is impossible. Therefore, one needs some new quantum theory of gravity which is not yet fully known. When considering the semiclassical approach the leading contribution comes from the classical trajectory. So, one of the way of building a semiclassical gravitational theory is to generalize the usual Lagrangian. The physical basis of such an approach would come in the future as from experimental data, as from quantum gravity itself.
The generalization of General Relativity action (ignoring the constants)
is possible in the different ways. One of them is to study the expansions in scalar curvature, i.e. higher order curvature corrections. At the level of second order, according to the perturbational approach of string theory the most natural choice is 4D curvature invariant -GaussBonnet term S GB = R ijkl R ijkl − 4R ij R ij + R 2 [3] . But at the level of 4D action it is not possible to restrict the consideration only with S GB , because it is full derivative, and, therefore, does not contribute to the field equations. It is necessary to connect it with scalar field φ to make its contribution dynamical. So, the following 4D effective action with second order curvature corrections can be built:
where λ is string coupling constant. It is not possible to study (as in cosmology) the most simple generalization of the theory only with a scalar field because while dealing with spherically symmetric solutions the "no-hair" theorem restriction must be taken into account. Treating φ as dilatonic field the coupling function ξ(φ) is fixed from the first string principles and is exp(−2φ) [4, 5] , which leads to :
Such type of an action can be considered as the middle step between General Relativity and Quantum Gravity. But even in the framework of such an action a set of interesting results was obtained. It is necessary to point out the reader's attention to the so-called Gauss-Bonnet black hole (BH) [6, 7] . In the current paper we are showing that this effective string gravity model and its solutions can be applied as a description for last stages of primordial black hole (PBH) evaporation [8] , and, therefore, for the description of one of the intriguing modern astrophysical puzzles: dark matter and the possible candidates for this role [9] .
The paper is organized as follows: In Section II we briefly recall old results and point out some new features of them, important for the current investigation, Section III is devoted to the establishment of the new form of Hawking evaporation law and, especially, for the detailed description of last stages of Gauss-Bonnet BH evaporation, in Section IV we show that the direct experimental registration of such PBHs according to this model is impossible, Section V is devoted to the PBH relics as dark matter candidates and Section VI contains discussions and conclusions.
II. BLACK HOLE MINIMAL MASS

A. Black hole minimal mass in pure EDGB model
Here we would like to recall briefly our result from Ref. [7] .
Starting from the action (2) one can consider the static, spherically symmetric, asymptotically flat black hole solutions. One of the most convenient choice of metric in this model is
where ∆ = ∆(r), σ = σ(r). Asymptotic expansion of the solution has the usual quasi-Schwarzschild form,
where M and D are ADM mass and dilatonic charge respectively. Using a special code a BH type solution was obtained. This solution provides a regular horizon of quasi-Schwarzschild type and the asymptotic behavior near this horizon r h is:
where (r − r h ) 1, s 0 , φ 0 = e −2φ00 and r h are free independent parameters.
After solving the equations on the first perturbation order one obtains the following limit on the minimal BH size:
where λ is the combination of the string coupling constants (fundamental value), φ h (φ ∞ ) is dilatonic value at r h . It depends upon dilatonic value at infinity which cannot be determined only in the framework of this model. According to this formula and taking into account the numerical values, the minimal BH mass has the order of Plank one (more precisely ≈ 1.8 Plank unit masses). It is necessary to point out that the stability of the solution under time perturbations at the event horizon was described in [10] . It was studied at the singularity r s in [11] . Based on all these results and taking them together we must conclude that the solution is stable in all the particular points, and, therefore, at all the values of initial data set.
B. Effects of moduli fields
Generalizing the model by taking into account the effective contribution of additional compact dimensions in the most simple form -scalar field -we must present the action as
This model was studied in details in [12] . For current investigations it is necessary to emphasize that when the contribution of moduli field value is considered, then a naked singularity can appear if the size of additional dimensions is greater than the BH size. Therefore, we must increase the minimal BH size to 10 Planck masses (to avoid being in naked singularity region). It is very important because, thanks to this effect, we are not in the pure Planck region and, therefore, have a right to work in the semiclassical approach. Here, it is necessary to point out that if these additional dimensions are non-compact [13] the BH minimal mass would be much greater.
III. BLACK HOLE EVAPORATION LAW
A. Probability of transition to the last stage
It is necessary to clarify the question about the probability of transition from the first perturbation level of BH to its so-called ground state. This is important because (see Fig.1 ) if we consider Gauss-Bonnet BHs as PBHs (especially in the region of small masses, where the role of curvature corrections is significant) during all the evaporation we deal with regular horizon, and only at the ground state all the particular points join together (and the internal structure of BH is absent). So, at r hmin the asymptotic form of metric functions is
e. the curvature invariant diverges and this is nonintergable particularity.
The probability of transition from first BH excitation level to the ground state with minimal mass is (according to [14] ):
So, one can see that this transition is forbidden and evaporating PBH will never reach the minimal mass state. Therefore, the shape of the BH mass loss rate law changes and becomes the one presented in Fig.2 , corresponding to the "toy model" behaviour presented in [15] . Generic form of BH evaporation law in EDGB case is principally the same, but the numerical values (important for experimental search analysis) strongly differ and will be presented in section D.
B. Approximate forms of metric functions
In WKB approximation of the Hawking evaporation all the consideration is made in the small neighbourhood of the event horizon. As our metric functions ∆ and σ depend upon radial coordinate r and black hole mass M , i.e. ∆ = ∆(M, r) and σ = σ(M, r) (other dependencies are not important), we can use the expansions (4), taking into account only the first terms (partially neglecting the dependence upon radial coordinate r). Using (4) we can represent our metric in the form:
with the new functions (M ) and σ 0 (M ).
Using the numerically calculated data we performed the fits for (M ) and σ 0 (M ). As we are interested mostly in the last stages of PBH evaporation, where the difference from the standard Bekenstein-Hawking picture is considerable, we can proceed the Taylor expansions around M min . This also helps in performing good fits of the metric functions (see Fig.3 and Fig.4 ) which can be considered as real Taylor expansions (of M or 1/M ) that are valid between M = M min = 10 M P l and M = 1000 M P l with good accuracy.
where for M min = 10 M P l the corresponding coefficients are 1 = 10.004, 2 = 13.924, 3 = 2856.3, 4 = 25375.0, σ 2 = 0.11933 * 10 −04 , σ 3 = 0.30873 * 10 −07 , σ 4 = 0.30871 * 10 −10 , σ 5 = 0.11051 * 10 −13 . Using this technique we can obtain the PBH evaporation spectra and mass loss rate in an analytical form (of course, valid near the M min point).
C. Black hole evaporation spectra in EDGB model
There is a set of main approaches to the investigation of BH evaporation. In one of them black holes are treated as immersed in a thermal bath. Therefore, the evaporation can be described as based on WKB approximation of semiclassical tunnelling in a dynamical geometry. In our investigation we follow the techniques described in [16] . The same method was also applied in [17] . Description of some other approaches to BH evaporation can be found in [18, 19] .
The key idea of the method from Ref. [16] is that the energy of a particle changes its sign during crossing the BH horizon. So, a pair created just inside or just outside the horizon can become not virtual with zero total energy after one member of the pair has tunnelled to the opposite side. The energy conservation plays a fundamental role: only a transition between states with the same total energy is valid. The mass of the residual hole must go down as it radiates (a particle with negative energy goes into the black hole while a particle with positive energy goes away to the observer). Using quantum mechanical rules it is possible to present the imaginary part of the action for an outgoing positive energy particle which crosses the horizon outwards from r in to r out as:
where ω is the particle's energy, H is total Hamiltonian (and total energy) and the metric is written in such a form to avoid the horizon coordinate singularity. Following [16] we use Painleve's coordinates. The transformation to Painleve metric from the Schwarzschild one can be obtained by changing the time variable:
Substituting t old into (3) one obtains
In WKB approximation the imaginary part of semiclassical action Im(S), describing the probability of tunnelling through the horizon is
where p r is canonical momentum. For Gauss-Bonnet BH the radial geodesics are described by the equation [7] 
After substituting expression (11) to the equation (10) one obtains:
Substituting the expression (7) extended in (8) to the equation (12), the imaginary part of the action can be written as:
Changing variables with
Im(S) takes the form
As a result the imaginary part of the action takes the form:
where α is a huge expression (more than 5 pages) that cannot be written here. It can be found at http://isnwww.in2p3.fr/ams/ImS.ps.
Using the numerical values for a realistic order of M min around 10 Planck masses, the corresponding i , i = 1, · · · , 4 and σ j , j = 2, · · · , 5, it is possible to find from (7) the approximate expression for Im(S). As we are interested mostly in the last stages of BH evaporation where the influence of higher order curvature corrections is considerable, the limit M −M min 1 can be taken in the following computations, leading to a very different spectrum than the standard Bekenstein-Hawking picture (where −dM/dt ∝ 1/M 2 ). Taking into account that from energy conservation a BH cannot emit more energy/mass, than it has , ω can be bounded :
The approximate function expression of Im(S)(M, ω) for a given M min can then be used in the form
where constant k = 5 · 10 −4 in Planck unit values with a satisfying accuracy (the plot of Im(S) and its approximation are shown on Fig.5 ).
D. Energy conservation and mass lost rate
Following Ref. [16] , the emission spectrum per degree of freedom can simply be written in standard system of units as:
Γ s (M, E) being the absorption probability for a particle of spin s and the Heavyside function being implemented to take into account energy conservation with a minimal mass M min (see the previous section). At this point, two questions have to be addressed: which kind of fields are emitted (and which correlative Γ s have to be used) and which mass range is physically interesting. To answer those questions, the mass loss rate is needed:
where the integration is carried out up to (M − M min )c 2 so as to ensure that the transition below M min is forbidden. The absorption probabilities can clearly be taken is the limit GM E/hc 3 1 as we are considering the endpoint emission when the cutoff imposed by M min prevents the black hole from emitting particle with energies of the order of kT . Using analytical formulae [21] and expanding exp(Im(S)) to the first order with the approximation according to (13) , it is easy to show that the emission of spin-1 particles, given by (per degree of freedom)
dominates over s=1/2 and s=2 emission whatever the considered energy in the previously quoted limit. It is interesting to point out that the fermion emission around M min is not strongly modified by the EDGB model as, in the lowest order, exp(Im(S))−(−1) 2s ≈ 2. Furthermore, if energy conservation was implemented as a simple cutoff in the Hawking spectrum, the opposite result would be obtained: s=1/2 particles would dominate the mass loss rate as the power of (M E) in the absorption probability is the smallest one. If we restrict ourselves to massless particles, i.e. the only ones emitted when M is very close to M min , the metric modification therefore changes the endpoint emission nature from neutrinos to photons. The real mass loss rate is just twice the one given here to account for the electromagnetic helicity states.
With this expression −dM/dt = f (M ), it is possible to compute the mass M at any given time t after formation at mass M init as:
where only the dominant term in the limit t → ∞ is taken from the analytical primitive of the function. As expected, the result does not depend on M init which is due to the fact that the time needed to go from M init to a few times M min is much less than the time taken to go from a few times M min to M as long as M init << 10 15 g for t ≈ 10 17 s. At time t after formation, the mass is given by:
This mass can be implemented in the emission spectrum formula:
leading to a frequency f given by
If we want to investigate the possible relic emission produced now from PBHs formed in the early universe with small masses, this leads to a frequency around 6·10 −18 Hz with a typical energy of the order of 1.8 · 10 −6 eV. This emission rate is very small as it corresponds to the evaporation into photons with wavelength much bigger that the radius of the black hole. It should, nevertheless, be emphasized that the spectrum is a monophonically increasing function of energy, up to the cutoff, with a E 4 behaviour. Furthermore, it shows that, although very small in intensity, the evaporation never stops and leads to a mass evolution in 1/ √ t.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL REGISTRATION
We investigate in this section the possibility to registrate the previously given relic emission. Let R be the distance from the observer, z the redshift corresponding to the distance R, θ the opening angle of the detector (chosen so that the corresponding solid angle is Ω = 1 sr), d
2 N/dEdt(E, t) the individual differential spectrum of a black hole relic (BHR) at time t, ρ(R) the numerical BHR density taking into account the cosmic scale factor variations, R max the horizon in the considered energy range, t univ the age of the Universe and H the Hubble parameter. The "experimental" spectrum F (J −1 ·s −1 ·sr −1 ) can be written as:
which leads to:
This integral can be analytically computed and takes into account both the facts that BHRs far away from Earth must be taken at an earlier stage of their evolution and that energies must be redshifted. With G a primitive of the function to be integrated without the Heavyside function, the flux can be written as
where K accounts for all the constants and R 1 , R 2 are the roots of the second degree polynom obtained by requiring the argument of the Heavyside function to be positive. Even assuming the highest possible density of BHRs (Ω BHR = Ω CDM ≈ 0.3) and R max around the Universe radius, the resulting flux is extremely small: 
V. PRIMORDIAL BLACK HOLES AS DARK MATTER CANDIDATES
The idea of PBH relics as a serious candidate for cold dark matter was first mentioned in [9] . It was shown that in a Friedman universe without inflation, Planck-mass remnants of evaporating primordial black holes could be expected to have close to the critical density. Nevertheless, the study was based on the undemonstrated assumption that either a stable object forms with a mass around M P l or a naked space-time singularity is left. Our study provides new arguments in favour massive relic objects, probably one order of magnitude above Planck mass, and could revive the interest in such non-baryonic dark matter candidates. An important problem is still to be addressed in standard inflationary cosmology: the rather large size of the horizon at the end of inflation. The standard formation mechanism of PBHs requires the mass of the black holes to be of the order of the horizon mass at the formation time and only those created after inflation should be taken into account as the huge increase of the scale factor would extremely dilute all the ones possibly formed before. It is easy to show that under such assumptions the density of Planck relics is very small:
where Ω P BH is the density of PBHs not yet evaporated, α is the spectral index of the initial mass spectrum (=5/2 in the standard model for a radiation dominated Universe), M * is the initial mass of a PBH which evaporating time is the age of the Universe (≈ 5 · 10 14 g) and M H is the horizon mass at the end of inflation. This latter can be expressed as (25) where T i is the formation time and T RH is the reheating temperature. Even with the highest possible value for T RH , around 10 12 GeV (here it is necessary to emphasize that according to Ref. [22] if the reheating temperature is more than 10
9 GeV, BHR remnants should be present at current moment) and the upper limit on Ω P BH coming from gamma-rays, around 6 · 10 −9 the resulting density is extremely small: Ω P l ≈ 10 −16 . There are, nevertheless, at least two different ways to revive the interest in PBH dark matter. The first one is related to relics that would be produced from an initial mass spectrum decreasing fast enough, so as to overcome the gamma-rays limit. The second one would be to have a large amount of big PBHs, between 10 15 g and 10 25 g, where experiments are completely blind: such black holes are too heavy to undergo Hawking evaporation and too light to be seen by microlensing experiments (mostly because of the finite size effect [23] ). The most natural way to produce spectra with such features is inflationary models with a scale, either corresponding to a change in the spectral index of the fluctuations power spectrum [24] either corresponding to a step [25] .
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the BH type solution of 4D effective string gravity action with the higher order curvature corrections was applied to the description of BHRs. The corrected version of evaporation law near the minimal BH mass was established. It was shown that the standard BekensteinHawking evaporation law must be modified in the neighbourhood of the last stages. Our main conclusion is to show that contrarily to what is usually thought the evaporation does not end up by the emission of a few quanta with energy around Planck values but goes asymptotically to zero with an infinite characteristic time scale.
Substituting the numerical values we obtained that in the frames of this effective perturbational 4D string gravity model the probability of experimental registration of the products of evaporation of BHRs is impossible. This gives an opportunity to consider these BHRs as one for the main candidates for cold dark matter in our Universe. 
